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GGP represented during UN World Data Forum 2023 

On April 27 the GGP Central Coordination team took part in the 2023 United 

Nations World Data Forum (UNWDF) which was held in Hangzhou, Zhejiang 

province in China. 

Fieldwork and Data Officer Siyang Kong gave an online presentation titled 

‘The Generations and Gender Programme: A Global Data Infrastructure for 

Evidence-based Policies and Decision Marking on Demographic Issues in 

Europe, Asia and South America.' 

The aim of the UNWDF is to "spur data innovation, nurture partnerships, 

mobilize high-level political and financial support for data, and build a 

pathway to better data for sustainable development”. Click here for more 

information on the UNWDF. 
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From Zagreb to the Hague: a visit to NIDI 

How can GGS data be used to study child well-being? That is what Dr. 

Martina Pezer came to find out during her research visit to the GGP Central 

Hub at the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI). Pezer is 

a researcher at the Institute of Public Finance in Zagreb, Croatia, where she 

has specialized in public sector economics. Her visit was funded through a 

bursary under the COORDINATE TAV programme. 

Pezer: "During my visit I presented my research findings to the GGP team and 

received insightful feedback on how to refine my work. The GGP team's 

support and guidance were instrumental in shaping my research. I benefited 

greatly from exchanging ideas with Prof. Gauthier, the Director of the GGP and 

a world-renowned expert in family policy research. As a result of my visit, I 

have developed an initial outline and prepared do-files for a research 

paper that compares households with children by breadwinner type and 

differences in values, opinions, duties, and economic deprivation across 

selected countries." 

Read Martina Pezer's full blog post here. 
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Fieldwork update 

Hong Kong has completed the data collection. In total, 4,266 respondents 

have completed the web interview (3,935 in Chinese and 331 in English). The 

unadjusted response rate is around 27%. 

The second and main phase of data collection in the Netherlands started on 

April 5 (CAWI, age 18-59).In the first, experimental phase about 500 interviews 

were completed. For the second phase about 24700 invitations have been sent 

out as well as one reminder. So far, 3,737 interviews have been completed 

in the second phase. 

Croatia will start fieldwork on May 8th. Invitation letters will be sent in 3 batches 

with approx. 6000 letters in each batch. It will be 100% CAWI mode with an 

unconditional incentive of 7 euro in cash. Incentives will be sent two days after 

the invitation letters. 
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Grooming survey designers in Granada 

Mid April members of the GGP Central Coordination team contributed to 

the 2023 Comparative Survey Design and Implementation (CSDI) 

Workshop held in Granada, Spain (April 19-21). The team was involved in 

two sessions jointly organized with partner organizations. 

The first session, entitled 'Multiple Interview Modes and Devices to Collect 

Cross-National Survey Data: Opportunities, Challenges, and Pitfalls', was 

organized by the GGP team together with the SHARE Berlin Institute (SBI). 

GGP team’s presentations concerned the transition from CAPI to mixed mode 

and the device use in web surveys in GGS. Two additional presentations were 

about the SHARE Self-Completion Questionnaire. 

The other session was entitled 'Challenges and Solutions in Data Processing, 

Documentation and Dissemination in the Framework of Two International 

Comparative Surveys' and it was organized together with the Norwegian 

Agency for Shared Services in Education and Research called Sikt. It consisted 

of two presentations about GGP and another one about data documentation of 

the European Social Survey (ESS). More info about the CSDI workshop can be 

found on their website. 
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Upcoming Events 

 RESCHEDULED: 19th GGP-connect webinar: Yen-hsin Alice Cheng  |

Taiwan, May 9 11:00-12:00 CET 
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